A Journey through the World of Feelings
“Nuit de la Chanson” in the Cotton Club becoming insider tip
for lovers of the French chanson

played poetically wonderful tunes on his six strings, providing a
background of fine dabs of colour. These skillful musicians definitely gave
their audience goosebumps.

– by Walter Falk (translation: Katrin Reis)

The audience listened to the chansons so intently that often you could
have heard the famous pin drop, and at the end, they enthusiastically
applauded, demanding three encores from the musicians.
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On Saturday night (14 June), the third “Nuit de la Chanson” took people
in the sold-out Cotton Club to the “Bar de la Place Edith Piaf ”. Hostess
Pauline Ngoc, Asgard from Karlsruhe with her accordion, as well as
Alexandra Maas and French Touch captivated their audience.
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The Cotton Club in Kaiserslautern is more and more becoming an
insider’s tip for everyone who loves the French chanson. It’s especially
Pauline Ngoc, half French and born in Vietnam, who really devotes herself
to this art form. She has a childlike charm, with which she sings her way
into the hearts of her audience, and she embodies her art with a
naturalness that avoids all the usual clichés of this genre. Maybe this is the
secret of Pauline Ngoc’s charisma and strength: to fill every song with
honest intensity.
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When she throatily sings Hildegard Knef ’s “In dieser Stadt” or Anni
Girardot’s “Le Tourbillon de Vie”, her smoky voice becomes an
instrument, she herself acting as a sound box. No matter whether it’s
“L’Amitié” by Francoise Hardy, “Histoire d’un Amour” by Dalida, or
“Ménilmontant” by Charles Trenet: She gives every chanson its own
personal touch – without any theatrics and without big gestures.
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Not only does her voice become one with the chanson she’s singing, it also
becomes one with the sound of Alexandra Maas’s accordion and Guido
Allgaier’s guitar. These two musicians sensitively accompanied Pauline,
together with bass player Wolfgang Janischowski and drummer Michael
Lakatos. Every note was pitch perfect, everything at exactly the right
moment. The ensemble’s interpretation was all of a piece. On her
“squeezebox”, Maas tended to perform little “circus tricks”, while Allgaier
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